Pens

Choose from a variety of fine point pens in different colors or medium point pens featured in the metallic set. Pen colors coordinate with Cricut® Cardstock.

Cricut Explore® Candy Shop Pen Set, fine point
Features: Sour Apple, Candy Corn, Blueberry, Candy Crystal, Very Berry

Cricut Explore® Wildflower pen set, fine point
Features: Cactus Pink, Bluebonnet, Lavender, Honeysuckle, Sage

Cricut Explore® Antiquity pen set, fine point
Features: Midnight, Jade, Gemstone Blue, Wine, Crystal Pink
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Cricut Explore® Southwest pen set, fine point

Features: Armadillo, Geode, Indian Red, Adobe Clay, Moccasin

Cricut Explore® Metallic pen set, medium point

Features: Copper, Gold, Silver, Blue, Violet

Cricut Explore One™ Accessory adapter and pen

Features: Cricut Explore One™ Accessory Adapter, Cricut Explore® Midnight fine point pen
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Cricut Explore® and Cricut Explore Air™

Use Cricut Explore® pens to write or draw with your machine. A wide variety of pen sets are available so you can add the perfect touch of color to any project. You’ll get beautiful results for invitations, banners, cards, gift tags, and more. Pens are acid free, non-toxic, and permanent after drying. To insert a pen into the machine, follow the steps below.

**Step 1:** Open accessory clamp A.

**Step 2:** Remove the cap from the pen.
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Step 3: Hold the accessory clamp up while pushing the pen down into the housing until the arrow on the pen barrel disappears.

Step 4: Close the clamp.

Step 5: When writing is complete, open the clamp remove, and cap the pen.
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Cricut Explore One™

Step 1. Remove the cap from the pen.

Step 2. Insert the pen into the accessory adapter until the arrow on the pen disappears.
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**Step 3.** Open the clamp.

**Step 4.** Hold the clamp up while pushing pen and adapter down into housing until adapter snaps into place.

*Tip:* Holding the clamp up prevents the pen from marking your machine or, if you have already loaded the mat, the material on it.
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**Step 5.** Close the clamp

**Step 6.** Once the machine has finished writing, open the clamp and pull the pen upward to remove both the pen and the adapter.
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Step 7. Remove the pen from the adapter.

Tip: Store the accessory adapter in the storage compartments found in the door of the machine.

Step 8. Recap the pen to prevent it from drying out.